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Abstract
For the problem that efficiency is low and cost high exists in the traditional software testing method, the paper tested software using cloud testing technology. It introduced related technologies including cloud testing, and described the design of overall architecture of the system in details, designed and implemented the scheduling module using a high priority first scheduling based on dynamic priority. The results of the Matlab simulation experiment show that this scheduling algorithm can reduce test cost and realize the automation of software testing under the condition of significantly improving test efficiency and resource utilization.
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1. Introduction
Software testing is the process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors. Software testing as an important means to guarantee the quality of the software gets more and more people's attention in the field of software engineering. The traditional approach of manually creating in-house testing environments that fully mirror these complexities and multiplicities consumes huge capital and resources, it is seriously restricted the development of testing technology [1]. Cloud computing is an emerging paradigm which opens a new door for software testing. Cloud testing are allocated dynamically to create a highly flexible and scalable computing environment through using virtualization technology. James Whittaker prospected the future of software testing in the book Exploratory Software Testing, which referred to the software testing as a services based on cloud computing [2]. Distinguished by the way they are utilized for testing, four different types role can be played by cloud in the testing [3]. They are cloud as system under test, cloud as testware utility, cloud as test environment, and cloud as test logistics. In concrete contexts, when the cloud plays on several roles simultaneously these types may overlap. Cloud testing can be classified into three following types accounting to the roles cloud played in the testing process. (1) Test for the cloud, it involved the testing problems about internal structure, resource configuration and function extension and so on in cloud computing [4]. (2) The migration of the testing, the traditional test methods, management, process and framework are migrated to the cloud [5]. (3) Test other software system using cloud computing. The third kind is mainly introduced in this paper. Test based on cloud platform as a service provided to customers by Cloud testing service providers across the Internet can well solve the problems existing in the traditional test method. In recent years, cloud testing began attracting the attention of academia, and many research results are obtained. D-Cloud is a large-scale software cloud computing testing environment model with fault injection for dependable distributed system [6]. Cloud9 is a parallel symbolic execution of computer clusters on public cloud infrastructures such as Amazon EC2 [7]. YETI is an automated random cloud – based testing tool for Java with the ability to test programs written in different programming languages [8].

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces basic concepts about cloud testing and its scope, features, benefits and the function modules included in a nature cloud testing system. Section 3 presents cloud testing solution aim at software testing
and designs the overall structure of the system and system architecture. Section 4 analyses and implements the scheduling module of system. Section 5 verify the performance of scheduling subsystem through the experiment, shows the conclusion remarks and scratches the future work.

2. Cloud Testing Overview

With the expansion of the scale of software and the complexity of hardware, software testing encountered unprecedented challenges. The characteristics of cloud computing includes the following points, allocation of resources is dynamic, demand for services is customized, the services can be quantified, resources are pooled and transparent, which can solve the problems. Cloud testing is based on the cloud and the cloud infrastructure, using cloud technology and solutions for software testing [9].

The entire testing environments can be configured from the cloud on-demand at a cost that is practical and reasonable due to the pay-to-use nature of cloud computing and with a lead-time that is near impossible within a company’s own data center [10]. Cloud testing service providers provide 24/7/365 on-demand automated testing services, it realizes the resource sharing; More importantly, the time to market of the product is shorten on the premise of guarantee the quality of the Web system in cloud testing environment [11, 12].

Not all applications are suitable for testing in the cloud. For some, the cost of migration may outweigh the amortized benefits. Characteristics of an application that can make it feasible for its testing process to migrate to the cloud include: (1) test tasks are independent from one another or whose dependencies are easily identified, this is because concurrent execution is only possible in this situation, And speedup will be came true through concurrent execution; (2) a self-contained and easily identifiable operational environment, in order to know software and hardware environment needed in the testing process; and (3) a programmatically accessible interface suitable for automated testing [13].

A mature cloud testing system should include the following eight types of function modules: scalable test environment service, multi-tenant test modeling and adequacy service, digital test management service, on-demand automated test and control service, test solution integration and composition service, test tracking and monitor service, large-scale test simulation service, testing contracting and billing service [14].

3. System Overall Design
3.1. Cloud Testing Steps

In the process of testing other software in the cloud, first of all, the test requests are made by user and sent through the Internet to cloud testing system, and then they are accepted by system, in the next place, test tasks are scheduled and dispatched, middleware services are provided to tasks, virtual resources are matched and test tasks are executed and supervised. In the end, test results and analytics are collecting and delivering to user using web interface [15]. Cloud testing steps is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Cloud Testing Steps](image)

3.2. System Architecture Design

Three service models are defined in cloud computing, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). Cloud testing can be...
regarded as SaaS service model using in the field of software testing. We design the cloud software testing system (CSTS) architecture in the light of that three service models with combining with the step of cloud testing. Cloud testing system architecture is shown in Figure 2.

(1) The IaaS layer
Processor, virtual storage, network and other infrastructure resources are processed to logical resource pool by using virtualization technology to provide to user in the form of services, which is in a unified, centralized pattern. Users make the requests to the CSCT for all kinds of resources according to their own requirement, and do not need to care about how the resources are allocated and a scheduled. In this way, the utilization of hardware and software resources are improved and testing process becomes more intelligent and automated.

(2) The PaaS layer
PaaS is a business infrastructure platform of software development with the purpose of providing customers with unified and customized development of middleware platform, and includes the management of infrastructure resources and test tasks submitted by user at the same time. This layer is comprised of test task management module, middleware management module and test resource management module. It implements the scheduling and allocation of virtualization infrastructure in the virtual resource management module. Middleware management module achieves the following functions, safety management, SLA (Service Level Agreement) performance monitoring and result collecting and analyzing. Test task management module is divided into user management and test tasks scheduling management.

In the virtual resource management module, all kinds of virtual resources may be in two states: idle state and running state. All kinds of resources are stored into two lists according to their states. The virtual resources conform to the requirements are allocated to the test tasks completing the scheduling process based on resources state.

(3) The TaaS layer
According to the test requirement submitted through access interface, free matching software and hardware are chosen and installed to build the target test environment, which is
maintained and updated by CSTS. Users enjoy the right to use the software, and can also continuously upgrade.

In addition, user interact with CSTC through the web browser, thin clients explore clients or programming and other ways, submit the test request, consume the test service provided by CSCT, and finally get the test results.

4. Scheduling Model Design and Implement

During the course of resources management in cloud testing, parallel test task scheduling and dispatching algorithms is complicated because of the dynamic nature of the infrastructure used in cloud environment, which do not occur in other testing methods [16]. Various scheduling strategy will lead to complex technical, security issues and determine the execution sequence of test tasks and which virtual machine will be dispatched to the task sorted. The scheduling module was designed and implemented of CSTS in this paper.

4.1. Scheduling Module Structure

After user submits test tasks, it is an indispensible part to predict the number of virtual machine needed according to the number of tasks and the analysis of the test project. In this way, the waste in requesting excessive virtual machines and applying to the cloud resource manager because virtual machine is not enough in the process of test execution can be reduced and avoid. Scheduling subsystem module structure is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Scheduling Module Structure](image)

4.2. The Algorithm Process

Test task suited to cloud testing are independent from one another, so we take no account of the dependency relationship between tasks during the course of test task scheduling in the cloud testing platform, this is a simplification to the scheduling algorithm.

The scheduling algorithm we used in this paper is that the task with high priority is first executed, which is based on dynamic priority, we called it HDPF algorithm, and takes the task waiting time, task execution time and task weight into consideration. That is to say the priority of tasks will be changed for the task executive condition or the increase of waiting time, and the high priority task is first executed.

(1) The number of tasks and the number of virtual machine are assumed to be finite. There is a list of tasks \( T = \{ T_1, T_2, ..., T_n \} \) performed by a set of machines \( M = \{ M_1, M_2, ..., M_m \} \). Any tasks can be executed in any virtual machine. However, interruption is unwarrantable before the test process is completed. Any task cannot be split into smaller subtasks. Every time after the first scheduling process, the number of waiting execution tasks are assigned to \( n \), and the number of virtual machine are assigned to \( m \).

Given a definition of two queues: WaitList points the test task waiting queue and FreeVMList denotes free virtual machine queue.
(2) Test tasks are submitted by user through Internet interface, and the weight value is assigned to task by user according to the prompt at the same time. Then the tasks are added into task waiting queue WaitList.

The value of a task is decided by users when they submit test job. According to the waiting time, the execution time and the weight of task, its priority can be calculated by the following formula.

\[ p_j = \frac{q_j + d_j}{d_j} + \pi w_j \]

The term \( j \) denotes the jth task and \( i \) is the ith virtual machine. \( q_j \) denotes the waiting time of the jth task and the subscript \( j \) refers to a task, \( d_j \) denotes the execution time of the jth task, \( w_j \) denotes the weight of the jth task and \( p_j \) denotes the jth task priority. \( \pi \) denotes a parameter which is imported to adjust the weight between \( \frac{q_j + d_j}{d_j} \) and \( w_j \) to make them in the same order of magnitude.

(3) The number and configuration of virtual machine is forecasted based on the analysis of project needed to test requirement and the number of test task user submit. CSCT sends message to the cloud resource manager to apply for the virtual machine. The construction of test environment is completed through deploying the operating system, software system and hardware system and so on in light of environment configuration template and this will reduce the request of the new resources in the process of test execution. Of course, there are errors in this prediction on the basis of experience and template.

(4) The number of tasks in WaitList queue in assigned to the \( n \), and the number of tasks in FreeVMLlist is assigned to the \( m \).

(5) If \( n \leq m \), CSCT releases the redundant processors, the virtual machines can be assigned to the tasks, and be released immediately after the test tasks performed.

(6) If \( n > m \), CTCS calculates priority of all tasks in accordance with the priority formula, sorts them according to their priority, selects the top \( m \) tasks and assigns them to \( m \) virtual machines. Tasks which were chosen are removed from the queue WaitList and virtual machines which are executing are removed from the queue FreeVMList.

(7) The new tasks are added to the queue WaitList, which are submitted by user and tasks there are any fault occurred in their execution process. Free virtual machines are added to the queue FreeVMLList when they turn up. Execute step 4 until all tasks are carried out properly.

4.3. Algorithm Flow Chart

The advantages of the HDPF algorithm: (1) If \( n > m \), there is no need to consider the priority of each task, the total execution time is the running time of the task with the longest running time, in other words, it needs \( O(1) \) time; if \( n > m \), the sorting takes \( O(n \log n) \) time and the loop needs \( O(n \log m) \), as a consequence, the total of the amount of time is \( O(n \log n + n \log m) = O(n \log n) \). (2) Virtual machines are released as soon as each task are completed resulting in the resource utilization of cloud platform are improved. The tasks with long waiting time, short execution time and heavy weight take precedence on execution. Of course, the priority of all tasks must be recounted before every scheduling process, and this will increase the cost of the system. The algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 4.
5. Experimental Verification

The algorithm HDPF proposed in this paper and FCFS algorithm are coded in Matlab and analyzed operation efficiency from the perspective of mathematical through the Simulation Experiment. Assuming that the number of virtual machines is 250, the number of test tasks n is valued respectively {50, 150, 250, 350, 450}, the execution time of each test task is not the same, the time of the task with the longest execution time is 12ms, As can be seen from the Figure 5: (1) If the number of the virtual machines is greater than the number of tasks, the total turnaround time of the HDPF scheduling algorithm are constant, and FCFS algorithm is increased when running the same amount of functional test and performance testing. (2) If the number of virtual machines less than the number of tasks, the total turnaround time of HDPF scheduling algorithm increases gently and FCFS algorithm quickly. (3) With the increase of amount of testing tasks, the executive efficiency of the HDPF algorithm is better than FCFS of almost 20%, having a distinct advantage.

Figure 5. Total Turnover Time Compared
Conclusion remarks can be given from the analysis results: compared with the traditional test methods, there is no need to make an investment in software testing, such as expensive testing tools, the building, maintenance and upgrade of the test environment and so on, when run the same amount of functionality testing tasks and performance testing task. In addition, the test result report can be got soon after the test tasks are submitted. Test efficiency are improved significantly.

6. Conclusion

Combined with cloud computing technology, this paper introduces the structure of the cloud testing system based on cloud computing model framework in detail, and implement the scheduling modules of the system by using a high priority tasks first scheduling based on the dynamic priority. Compared with the classic FCFS scheduling algorithm, HDPF algorithm can significantly improve the test efficiency of the software system, and reduce test cost through the test experiments in Matlab. In CSTS, the implementation of other modules and the safety of the system is the focus of the next step work, further research should be deal with.
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